**BART VAN DER LECK:**
Dutch artist and co-founder of De Stijl.

**THEO VAN DOESBURG:**
Dutch artist, practicing in painting, writing, poetry and architecture. Was the leader of De Stijl.

**DE STIJL:** Dutch artistic movement, founded in 1917 by Theo van Doesburg, that mainly uses primary colors to make abstract compositions.

**P22 DE STIJL**
- **REGULAR:** Set of 3 fonts inspired by the geometrical forms of De Stijl. Designed by Richard Kegler and Michael Want.

**MICHAEL WANT:**
Font designer at the P22 Type Foundry.

**RICHARD KEGLER:**
Founder of the P22 Type Foundry.

**GIORGIO DE THINS**
He thinks that is mainly red, which is positive.

**BRUIJN DE STIJL**
Blue and yellow-minded, both and negative.

**P22 TYPE FOUNDRY:** Creates digital typefaces inspired by art, history and sometimes science.